Modern Students - Formality or necessity?
do my math homework

So what is Students? This is an organ of student self-government headed by the Chairman of the
Student Council, which includes the student deans of faculties, Chairman of the SEC (student
scientific society), chairman of the institute's student dormitories, representatives of the Institution
KVN and various other members of the university organizations.
Students, as written in most of the Charters, should deal with the issues of students, for example,
the decision of current problems (in the audiences is very cold), the organization of a charitable
campaign (fundraising for those in need), the organization of cultural and mass organizations (the
birthday of the university, Mr. and Miss University) . In short, the Student Council should actively
position himself in the vital activity of his university.
Students are also created in order to form organizational quality students, instilling productive work
in a team of like-minded people. Do you think that having received a higher education, will
immediately become in demand in the labor market?
Employers need people who have management skills and organizational work. You think that you
will start typing business contacts after study when you start working. Maybe. But you need now.
They will help you and with employment, and when building a career. And in general, in the life of
more success, one who has a wider circle of communication and richer experience of interaction in
various situations with different people is achieved.
You do not know where you will send creative energy? Don't you like everything in the teaching
system, management of the university, work with students? You do not know where to gain the
experience of negotiating, drawing up documents, conducting events? You want to change the
world (or at least a small part of it directly around ourselves) as you consider it necessary, fair,
useful? The decision of all these issues is to participate in student self-government!
It is there that they get acquainted, they get acquainted, people work, who in the near future will
stand at the storm of state power, large business, defining the image and fate of not only their
region, but also the whole country, but is quite possible, and the whole world. From how you show
yourself now, while studying, not only your career depends, but without exaggeration - your life!
But, as usual happens in our life, everything goes wrong as we planned. Modern Students, in the
overwhelming majority, it's just a tribute to tradition. We do not want to row everyone under one
comb and say that such a situation is everywhere. Of course not. In major universities, students are
really an influential government. Why precisely in large universities the Students plays a big role,
you ask? The answer is simple here.

Just in major educational institutions more people. And the more people, the more initiative people
who are selflessly engaged in public issues. From a large number of students, you can see, you can
choose really active people in life.
Another thing is an educational institution somewhere in the outback. Well, or just a small
educational institution. In such organizations, people are smaller, and no longer so easy to choose a
good contingent of active students who would move students to new altitudes. In such universities,
the student counters take almost everyone who can only.
It is necessary according to the University's Charter to have student and everything is there.
Therefore, the Guide creates Students, so to speak for a tick. Our institute is not worse than others,
isn't it? That's just how productive such student councils - the question is controversial. After all, the
majority of students belonging to such tips are included in them in order to ... to talk once again with
friends during someone's tedious report. Do not be surprised, it really is.

